AZURE ATLAS
We will guide your journey to Azure from start to
finish, from planning and design to fully managed
support 24x7x365.
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As a Microsoft Gold Partner and one of Ireland’s only Azure
Expert Managed Service Providers, we have the proven
capability and audited practice to guide your cloud migration
journey and ensure operational excellence.

Three phases that will transform your business
By encompassing the three key phases for successful, long
term Azure adoption, Azure Atlas provides your business
with a clear route to a well-designed, fully optimised cloud
environment, that’s securely managed 24x7x365.
Using a combination of industry experience and Microsoft
best practice, our teams will help you to maximise the benefits
of Azure.
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Your journey with Azure Atlas
Our team of certified experts will guide your journey to Azure
from start to finish, covering planning and design, adoption,
migration, optimisation and finally, managed services.

PHASE ONE:
BUILD YOUR AZURE
FOOTPRINT
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Phase one:
Build your Azure footprint

P H A S E O N E : B U I L D YO U R A Z U R E F O OT P R I N T

Using eir evo’s Azure Spark solution, our team will take the time and effort needed to
fully understand your business requirements. This then drives the design required to
meet governance standards and dictates what landing zone structure will be adopted
and built.
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Phase One Service features

Create clarity
Create clarity surrounding what
your Azure footprint should be.

Optimise cost
Optimise cost measures and
facilitate your migration to a
performant model.

Customised architecture
Benefit from an Azure architecture
customised for your industry
requirements.

Ehanced cloud compliance
Adopt enhanced cloud compliance,
governance and security.

Phase two:
Migrate to Azure
eir evo holds both the Windows Server and SQL Server Migration to Microsoft Azure
Advanced Specialisation as well as an active Gold Cloud Platform Competency,
allowing us to demonstrate our proven and audited expertise in migrating and
optimising workloads to Azure.

P H A S E T WO : M I G R AT E TO A Z U R E

Phase Two Service Features
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Performance-based migration
Once Spark is completed, workloads are assessed and rationalised,
and then migration patterns are planned. Allowing for performancebased migration and risk mitigation.
Minimum risk and maximum efficiency
Migrations are run over an agreed schedule to meet your pacing
requirements. Our approach ensures minimum risk and maximum
efficiency to migration.
Maximised spend efficiency
Once migration is complete, both the footprint and each individual
application stack is reviewed with a goal of improvement and
optimisation. Ensuring your spend efficiency is being maximised,
and workloads meet expectations.

Phase three:
Azure management

P H A S E T H R E E : A Z U R E M A N AG E M E N T

Operating Azure is a complex and time-consuming requirement, regardless of the scale
of your environment. Azure’s pace of change requires continuous, expert management
to ensure the platform is operating not only to your required standards, but also in
line with Microsoft’s operational excellence principles. As one of Ireland’s only Azure
Expert MSPs (managed service providers), our tooling, processes and teams have been
rigorously audited to ensure compliance with this top-tier programme.
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Dedicated Azure support
24x7x365 dedicated Azure support
delivered from our offices in Ireland
and New Zealand.

CloudStore portal
Access to eir evo teams to help
with configuration requirements.

Azure financial analysis
Azure financial analysis including
cost allocation and granular
monitoring of resource usage.

Help with configuration
Adopt enhanced cloud compliance,
governance and security.

Comprehensive platform monitoring
Comprehensive platform monitoring and alerting.

Why choose eir evo?
Azure is fundamental in allowing businesses to move more freely in the way that they deliver
services and also how they compete within a continually changing digital landscape.

• Azure Expert MSP
eir evo is one of Ireland’s only Microsoft Azure Expert MSPs
• Highly certified
We’re one of the few Irish partners to hold several advanced Microsoft Specialisations, which
are all aligned to our solutions.
• Trusted expertise
At eir evo, we have invested heavily in our Azure capabilities, guided by Head of Azure and
Microsoft MVP Joe Carlyle.
• ISO certified x 2
We have successfully developed a mature Azure Managed Service offering which is based
on the ITIL framework and backed by the ISO 20000 and 27001 certifications.
• Microsoft Gold certified
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we have a dedicated team of highly trained experts to support
your transformation.
• Ireland’s leading cloud services provider
Our years of experience mean we understand where you’re coming from, and where you
need to get to, while following the best approach for your business.

Discover more
Wherever you are on your Azure journey, we can help. Learn more about Azure Atlas here.
+353 (0)1 439 6803 - salesdub@eirevo.ie - www.eirevo.ie

Our unrivalled portfolio of services leverages the latest technologies across cloud, cyber
security, networking, infrastructure, connectivity and more. Through this, along with our people,
innovation and expertise, we drive technical freedom so you can evolve and grow your business.

Find out more about eir evo at www.eirevo.ie

